Our clients are our best
marketing tools
tool s .
What they think and, more
importantly, what they say
is the true reflection of our
business.

T h e fo ll owin g a re j us t s om e o f
t he co m ment s o u r cl ient s h a ve
m a de t o u s a nd on
“ T he Be st of D ro itw i ch ”
W e bs ite .

The Tranquility products are chosen with
a lot of care and professionalism. Whilst
the product range is limited there is
always something to interest and excite.
The salon is beautifully calm and relaxing
— all of this leads to a great experience.

Sarah is a highly qualified and
experienced beautician and most
importantly is a local girl working in the
local community

Johanna P

I just love going to Tranquility because
they look after you and make you feel
very special

Ann S

I have been lucky enough to have been
bought vouchers for Tranquility twice by
my family and each time it is the most
relaxed I have felt for ages.

Both visits resulted in my feeling totally
at ease, welcomed and an individual

Tracy K

Sarah plays a huge part in helping me
achieve my work/life balance as she
always manages to accommodate my last
minute requests for a treatment by fitting
me in around my work schedule — often
staying beyond her normal hours to suit
me. No better way to end a stressful day
than with a treatment at Tranquility

Jane T

Very relaxing treatments carried out in a
thoroughly professional manner in a
beautiful and well presented salon. All the
therapists are extremely knowledgeable
about the treatments and products so that
you can have total confidence in their
recommendations.
Parking by the door is just such a bonus

Joan W

Excellent staff always ready to relieve
the stress and strains of everyday life.
Totally relaxed atmosphere and great
products at affordable prices

Lexine S

Tranquility is exactly what it is. Sarah
and her team are excellent at providing
service with great value for money. The
salon is small and cosy, where they create
a welcoming environment for you to relax
in

Michelle A

Excellent quality treatments, lovely
friendly and caring approach, super
efficient staff. Each time I come out
feeling lovely and calm and de-stressed.
Many thanks to the staff
I rate the salon very highly

Lynda T

I love going to Tranquility because it has
lovely peaceful atmosphere, the
therapists are all very friendly and
excellent at what they do. I leave feeling
calm and de-stressed and always look
forward to returning.

A lovely place to visit.

Pattie L

When you enter the doors of Tranquility
the decor is inviting and there is always a
warm smile to welcome you.
Totally deserving and without a shadow
of doubt the BEST BUSINESS.
I can’t wait for my next visit

Tracy K

I was given a voucher for a wonderful
massage as a present from my wife to
celebrate my 60th birthday. Very relaxing
with restful; music and soft lights. Sixty
minutes of bliss before facing the cold
outside.

John P

Fantastic treatments and a very friendly
atmosphere. A little bit of heaven in a
busy world

Zoe J

Friendly, peaceful environment offering a
wide range of treatments from well
qualified professionals. It is a pleasure to
visit the salon — I always look forward to
my visits and leave feeling refreshed and
relaxed.

Jenny H

Tranquility is a lovely salon. A very
relaxing atmosphere and Sarah has really
thought the business through. When
things like a telephone call comes in it
goes immediately to an answer system —
I’ve been to other salons where the phone
rings and rings — very disturbing to the
client. Little touches make all the
difference.
Marie F

I’ve always received very good service
and have found Sarah to be very helpful
and informative when asked about which
products would be most beneficial. I
recommend this salon to my friends and
everyone.
Ingrid M

The salon has a lovely and relaxing
atmosphere

Pauline J

Quality, inviting, friendly and affordable —
what more could you ask.

Sarah F

I love Tranquility. Sarah makes me feel
so relaxed & there are always some
excellent offers to suit all budgets. The
whole setting is wonderful and tranquil.
I would recommend Tranquility after
having tried most of the salons in
Droitwich — this is definitely the “best of
Droitwich”

Angela K

The atmosphere is relaxed and I am
always made to feel welcome. Spotlessly
clean and wonderful treatments at
affordable prices

Caroline B

The salon is very clean and relaxing, and
there are many treatments to choose from
all of which are reasonably priced. The
staff are very friendly. I have been going
to Tranquility for a couple of years and
have never thought of going anywhere
else.

Allison P

I continue to be a loyal client of
Tranquility Therapy Salon as there is no
reason I would want to go anywhere else.
Free parking (and plenty of it, lovely
salon, great staff, flexible appointments
(great for those of us with busy full time
jobs) and a good selection of treatments
and products all at competitive prices. I
doubt I would find all that anywhere else

Cheryl P

The salon is a lovely place — and so are
the people. I am really pleased with the
treatments I have had.

Lisa E

Very good. Tranquility is very friendly
and informative. Always makes you very
welcome. Treatments excellent.

June S

Tranquility is a very convenient salon.
The team are all very friendly too, which I
like.

Elaine A

It’s all in the name — Tranquility.
Always a great experience and value for
money in a tranquil environment.
The staff are all very friendly and
professional.

Elsabe Z

Superb service, a lovely atmosphere and
relaxing surroundings. I would highly
recommend Tranquility

Nora C

I have been coming to Tranquility for 12
months and really enjoy each visit
Sarah is very helpful and friendly and I
leave feeling relaxed and refreshed. I
would recommend a visit.

Lynn S

Tranquility provides a first class service,
with top quality products in a lovely
comfortable environment

Theresa F

I have been going to Tranquillity since it
opened and can thoroughly recommend it.
Easy to park, lovely atmosphere and
fantastic treatments. Total
confidentiality.
Try it!

Lynda N

Impeccable treatments, backed up with
quality products.
A truly professional service with a smile

Nicci J

Tranquility is a lovely professional
organisation in a very convenient
location. Well worth a visit.

Carla W

I have tried various beauty salons but
having found Tranquility I find them to be
caring and efficient. A most enjoyable
place to be in.
Lots of parking too

Patricia S

Tranquility....what can I say?

Just amazing every time I go. I’d be lost
without the help it gives me.

Mo F

Very relaxing, professional and enjoyable
experience. It enables me to totally relax
and chill out.

Julie C

I was walking on air for a week, my feet
felt wonderful. Very comfortable, relaxed
atmosphere and soothing experience.

Jill H

A great salon and a lovely atmosphere

Jackie J

Great environment — truly relaxing
treatments

Joan W

What a wonderful relaxing experience! I
had a very restful full body massage. My
husband had a HOPI ear candle treatment
with amazing benefits.... not just a Beauty
Salon but true tranquility

Janet B

Sarah gave me a wonderful full body
massage last Saturday. She creates a
really comfortable atmosphere and sets
out from the start what is expected from
you so no embarrassing — what shall I take
off! Sarah takes her work very seriously
and puts everything into what she does.

Rachel G

Sarah is a delight to visit — very relaxing!
Also has an excellent range of products —
very good quality and competitive prices.

Jenny H

As a regular visitor to Tranquility I would
recommend Sarah to all my friends.
Sarah’s professional, friendly approach
with all her clients makes it easy to relax
into the wonderful environment of the
salon. The LaStone is not to be missed

Russell A

Friendly & relaxed environment,
professional & discreet. Excellent value.
Highly recommended

Joanne R

My shoulder and golfers/tennis elbow
were a real nuisance but with some time
with Jackie Turner at Tranquility resolved
the pain tremendously. I was a bit
nervous of the needles but should not
have worried — painless and almost
pleasant. Thanks.

Bob W

A relaxing and enjoyable experience. All
treatments carried out in a professional
and friendly manner

Brenda B

I have visited the salon several times and
have always experienced the utmost
professionalism and pampering. The
treatments are wonderful value and a
great time out

Nikki C

Very friendly, approachable — you always
feel at ease with Sarah

Karen H

I have been visiting the salon since it
opened and have received several
different treatments, all of which I have
enjoyed. My most recent was a LaStone
massage and it was the most enjoyable
yet — I was quite anxious as to what it
entailed but I was explained to me fully previous stone massages are nothing
compared to this. It left me feeling totally
relaxed and determined to book again.

Lynda N

A lovely, relaxing experience —
professional and polite. Excellent
surroundings which enable you to totally
chill out

Julie C

A really nice salon in a lovely building,
with parking right by the door — great on
the wet day I visited. The LaStone
treatment was relaxing and Sarah
explained everything and what benefits I
could expect. I would recommend
Tranquility as somewhere special for
anyone to experience a massage or any
beauty treatment.

Rob W

Nice, clean and airy space for relaxing.
Delightful picturesque surroundings. Will
come more often — thank you Sarah

Chris H

Very pleased with all aspects of my time
at Sarah’s salon, cannot wait for every
appointment. I look forward to my relaxing
time having my treatment — wish I could go
more.

Mo F

What Tranquility — a lovely setting and
came away feeling most relaxed. I shall
certainly return and try out a variety of
treatments. Thank you Sarah.

Judy L

My numerous visits to the Salon have
always been pleasurable and relaxing
despite what my frame of mind was at the
time or when I arrived. I have always left
totally relaxed with a feeling of wellbeing.
You are always greeted in a friendly &
professional manner, the staff are very
attentive and accommodating at all times.
To add to this wonderful experience, the
surroundings and decor of the therapy
rooms are to a very high standard.
Fully recommended

Trish N

Sarah gives attention to detail and every
time that I have been to have a treatment,
I walk away not only feeling pampered but
also with a sense that it is a professional
business that is totally focussed on
“happy” customers.
Sarah really does make me want to keep
returning

Sital H

The atmosphere is very calming and the
decor is lovely - as soon as you walk in
you are made very welcome and at ease.
Staff treat you with the utmost respect
and dignity which makes one feel very
special. You go in for pampering and when
you come out the relaxed feeling is
amazing.
I can’t imagine going through life with its
usual work stress, hustle and bustle and
not having Tranquility Salon to escape to.
Everything in my eyes scores 10 out of 10

Paula B

Friendly relaxing environment and
professional. Would highly recommend.

Nora C

Everything about going to Tranquility is
great — from the easy parking to the warm
welcome and the lovely treatments. No
matter how stressed out I feel when I
arrive by the time I leave I feel great!
From a very practical viewpoint Sarah will
do all she can to accommodate your needs
(such as full time working) and I always
feel that I get my money’s worth — which is
a bonus!! I am sure that you will enjoy it
too when you visit.

Cheryl P

I just love the setting for this salon - so
tranquil and the treatment rooms are so
quiet, cosy and well furnished. The
treatments are excellent and it is good to
see Sarah expanding a quality business
locally. Can’t wait for my next treatment.

Anne W

Since moving into her new premises Sarah
has created the most wonderful salon.
There is a calm and relaxed feel with
Sarah putting you at ease the moment you
arrive. The ambience stays with you!
I am looking forward to some stone
therapy at my next visit!

Jenny C

What can I say — since the move an even
more relaxing and enjoyable experience?
Nothing is too much trouble and you will
leave feeling both relaxed and refreshed
and ready to face the world.

Joan W

I went to the salon before it moved
location and thought it was great, but now
it is fantastic. The decor and ambience
are both excellent. Sarah has done a great
job with it. Whenever I visit Droitwich it
is a place I like to spend time in.

Nikki C

I feel so relaxed as soon as I step in the
door — the salon is so airy and beautifully
decorated. Sarah is always very
welcoming and therapies are done in a
very professional manner and to a very
high standard. I just love to be pampered.

Mary S

Tranquility is definitely the best beauty
salon in Droitwich, have tried most of
them but Sarah makes your experience so
relaxing and informal. Every treatment I
have has been perfect, Sarah makes me
feel so welcome and I enjoy our chats too!

Angela K

Cool, calm and collected.....so relaxing.
Try it for yourself, you are in for a lovely
surprise

Sue D

The setting is fantastic and the service is
great. I always look forward to my visit.
It is a bit of relaxation and time to unwind

Sharon W

One of the best things for me is having
somewhere to buy Decleor products
locally. The salon is great because it has
wonderful, helpful and extremely talented
therapists. I play golf at the location and
it is great to walk into the salon after 18
holes of golf and have a good massage or
beauty treatment and completely wind
down. The facilities are very welcoming
and are a credit to the team

Wendy P

Every time I visit the Tranquility Salon I
am made to feel special and unique. The
service and customer care you receive is
second to none.

Anita J

Tranquility is just the best name for
Sarah’s salon — from the peaceful golf
course surroundings to the atmosphere
inside. Sarah’s treatments are the best!

Elsa Z

Great location & easy parking starts the
relaxation session. I really liked the fact
that when I went in I was the only client so
it made me feel really special and the
salon is so quiet.
The massage was great and the whole
experience was relaxed and unhurried.
This is NOT one of the spas where once
you have had the treatment they are
practically pushing you out of the door. I
booked the next appointment on the way
out — unheard of for me!

Julie H

Thoroughly relaxing experience. A truly
tranquil experience

Julie S

I just wanted to say the facial yesterday
was FANTASTIC!!! I felt so relaxed on the
way home (and still do!) and when I got in
my husband commented how good I
looked!!

Sarah O

Sarah is an outstanding beautician who
understands her clients and what is best
suited to them.
Sarah is never invasive in her treatments
and is always charming and polite. Her
sense of service is of the highest
standard; she returns call immediately and
will always try to accommodate client’s
schedules

Johanna P

The feeling that you get when you walk
into Tranquility is that of being Tranquil.
Sarah and her team provide a restful place
in which you feel immediately content. I
would recommend the salon and in
particular the Decleor facial with back
massage which lets you glide out feeling
totally relaxed.

Gillian B

I have been a client at Tranquility for
some years now and always look forward
to my appointments - even more so since
the move into the new salon. I’m made to
feel very welcome and the surroundings
are very calm and it is great to feel the
stresses of the day just melting away.

Sarah and the team always go the extra
mile to ensure that each visit is relaxing
and enjoyable — I hope it continues for
many years to come

Jane W

The location is brilliant with free parking
which a lot of Droitwich businesses can’t
offer — or only have 45 mins parking which
is not enough for a massage or facial.

The staff are lovely and I always feel
relaxed when at Tranquility.

Kerri M

Having found difficulty in reducing alcohol
intake over 2-3 years I found Cris at
Tranquility. A couple of sessions of
hypnotherapy with Cris have helped
immensely. I have been able to stop all
alcohol intake without difficulty or
problems. The sessions with Cris were
totally professional and very relaxing and
the results are great. It also helped
confidence. Would highly recommend.

RW

I have been visiting Tranquility for a few
months now and I love it!
Affordable, relaxing and Sarah always
makes me feel very comfortable.

Lesley W

